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Abstract: It is vital to analyse ship collision risk for preventing collisions and improving safety at sea. The state-of-the-art of ship collision risk analysis focuses on encountering conflict between ship pairs, subject to a strong assumption of the ships having no/little spatiotemporal motion uncertainty. This paper proposes a probabilistic conflict detection approach to estimate potential collision risk of various multi-vessel encounters, in which the spatiotemporal-dependent patterns of ship motions are newly taken into account through quantifying the trajectory uncertainty distributions using AIS data. The estimation accuracy and efficiency are assured by employing a two-stage Monte Carlo simulation algorithm, which provides the quantitative bounds on the approximation accuracy and allows for a fast estimation of conflict criticality. Several real experiments are conducted using the AIS-based trajectory data in Ningbo-Zhoushan Port to demonstrate the feasibility and superiority of the proposed new approach. The results show that it enables the effective detection of collision risk timely and reliably in a complicated dynamic situation. They therefore provide valuable insights on ship collision risk prediction as well as the formulation of risk mitigation measures.
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1. Introduction

Maritime transportation plays a significant role in global economic development. However, the growing shipping traffic volume over the past decades results in high maritime traffic densities or complexity [1], particularly in the waters near ports. It makes ship collisions appearing among the most frequently occurring maritime accident types. In particular, due to their high traffic volumes, such water areas as the Singapore Strait, the Ningbo-Zhoushan Port, and the Northern Baltic Sea are exposed to an extremely complicated traffic situation, in which heavy traffic, high maritime transportation dynamics and changeable vessel motion behaviors often occur. This leads to increasing concerns on the incompetency of traditional risk approaches to maritime traffic risks and challenging demands on new capable models for ship collision risk perception.

In response to such concerns, a variety of methods have been developed for the quantitative analysis of ship collision risk (e.g. [2]–[8]), including theoretical collision risk modelling, probability and consequence assessment, and collision risk estimation, etc. They provide a quantitative basis for implementing ship collision risk mitigation strategies. In recent years, one class of collision risk estimation methods that detect the potential dangerous encounter events from Automatic Identification System (AIS) data using the concepts like “conflict” [9]–[11] or “near miss” [12]–[14] has attracted much research interest. However, the majority of them estimate the collision risk with a strong assumption that the engaged ships will keep the observed velocity in the near future or the ship trajectories can be accurately predicted in advance, overlooking the effects of the dynamic and uncertain characteristics of ship motions. This strong assumption often results in inaccurate conflict or near-miss assessment in reality, especially under highly complicated and dynamic traffic situations. This is because some ships may take one or more turning maneuvers during the encountering process constrained by their navigation plans or water geometry, etc. Moreover, it is extremely hard to accurately predict the ship trajectories due to the uncertainty by various influencing variants such as environmental, physical and human factors. Furthermore, the prediction uncertainty and/or errors are prone to increase gradually over time [15], [16]. A ship-pair encounter scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which the spread of the probability ellipses representing the predicted position uncertainty grows in time. Thus, the performance of these models on risk analysis and prediction becomes questionable and arguable in some practical cases. Another research gap that needs to be addressed in urgency is that most of the current ship collision risk research targets on ship-pairs, and fails to model multi-ship encounter scenarios. It therefore hinders their applications in congested waters where multi-ship encounters are frequently occurring [17]. Consequently, a dynamic risk estimation model that can incorporate the spatial-temporal motion uncertainty of multi-ships becomes essential in order to realize the real-time and accurate evaluation of ship collision risks under high uncertainty.
This paper aims to develop a probabilistic risk approach for ship conflict detection (CD) that 1) is adaptive to multi-ship encounters in high traffic waters and 2) can take into account the effects of uncertainty (or potential variations) inherent to the spatial-temporal motion of vessels. By doing so, we propose a novel CD approach from a probabilistic risk viewpoint, where an AIS data-driven analysis is conducted to extract the engaged ship trajectory uncertainty distributions. One supporting metric that characterizes the conflicts among ship encounters is first introduced based on a classical ship domain model to measure the criticality of a conflict. Then a ship motion model that incorporates the information on the ship navigation plans and the trajectory uncertainty distributions is newly constructed to predict the ship trajectories in the look-ahead time horizon. Compared to the empirical modelling of the probability density functions (PDFs) of trajectory uncertainty components as Gaussian distributions [15], [16], [18]–[20], this work pioneers to identify the time-dependent position and course uncertainty patterns by mining the trajectory information from historical AIS data. Based on the predicted ship trajectories, the conflict criticality for multiple ships is estimated. Given that the addition of ship motion uncertainty in the model makes the computation of conflict probability very costly, a two-stage Monte Carlo (MC) simulation algorithm is designed and incorporated to efficiently estimate the conflict criticality, while providing the quantitative bounds to ensure the estimation accuracy. The performance of the proposed approach is finally experimentally validated by using real AIS-based trajectory data in port.

More specifically, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the existing collision risk research in the fields of marine and air traffic studies. In Section 3, the proposed probabilistic CD approach is introduced in detail, including the conflict criticality measure, ship motion modelling and conflict
probability estimation. In section 4, the spatiotemporal uncertainty patterns of ship trajectories are extracted and fitted, and the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed models are tested and demonstrated using real data based experiments. Conclusions and directions for future studies are summarized in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Ship collision risk analysis

Ship collision risk has long been an active research area in the field of marine traffic management. A growing number of researchers have been working on quantifying ship collision probabilities and/or risk, taking different approaches and from different perspectives. They are at large categorized into the groups of statistical analysis of historical maritime accidents, risk modelling and analysis, and collision risk detection and estimation.

Statistical analysis of historical maritime accidents is one of the fundamental methods to identify the relations between collision frequencies (and/or damage consequences) and risk factors (e.g. vessel attributes, environmental factors, human behaviors, technical failures and traffic situations) [e.g. 21]. Information such as accident databases and accident investigation reports is used to support these studies [2]. To derive knowledge about which factors are highly associated with the ship collision risks, some techniques such as correspondence analysis, logistic regression and stochastic process analysis are employed to predict the probabilities of event-related and environment-dependent accidents [22]–[24], providing insights on the conditions under which maritime traffic accidents may occur. Unfortunately, this type of research strongly relies on historical accident data [25], which sometimes may not be fully available. When concentrating on small research sea/water areas, the occurrence frequency of the collision accidents is usually rare and is often not sufficient for supporting sensible statistical analysis [3]. This issue becomes severe when focusing on investigating and revealing the influence of a large number of the known risk factors influencing ship collision accidents. Therefore, it is essential to adopt additional sources of information to understand the forming mechanism of ship collision risks.

Compared with accident statistical analysis, collision risk modelling integrates multiple sources of information including expert knowledge, historical data, and computer simulation results, etc. It involves two important components in terms of the frequency or probability of ship collision accidents and associated potential consequences. The methods used in this category consist of Macduff [26], Pedersen [27], Fault tree [28], [29], Bayesian networks [30]–[32], and ordered probit model [33], etc. They contribute to the identification of the contributing factors, estimation of the accident causation probability and analysis of their inter-relationships. The findings aid maritime surveillance operators to understand the possible collision frequencies and consequences. Nevertheless, this group of
research provides little value for real-time collision risk detection and collision warning.

Recently, the rapid development of AIS improves the affordability of ship trajectory data acquisition, storage and processing infrastructure and provides great data sources (e.g. AIS data) for vessel collision risk detection and analysis [7]. Various measurable definitions and indices, such as traffic conflict [9], [34], collision candidate [35], [36], near miss [12], [13], and near collision [37] are applied to detect and characterize collision risks. One of the widely used collision risk detection methods is the ship domain-based methods. A ship domain is an important feature of maritime traffic that suggests a region around the ship that needs to be kept clear from other ships or obstacles. A large number of ship domains have been developed for collision risk estimation and analysis, taking into account different shapes (e.g., circular and elliptical [38], [39], quaternion [40], [41], fuzzy [41], [42], projected [43], and risk-based [44]–[46] domains), factors (e.g., ship attributes, environmental conditions, traffic situations, ship maneuverability and knowledge of navigators [47]–[50]), and methodologies (e.g., empirical, knowledge-based and analytical domains [50]–[53]). These models work well for quantitatively examining collision candidates and identifying collision risk hot spots in terms of the intrusion or overlaps of ship domains [10], [11], [54]. However, they are not suitable for performing real-time CD directly. Integrating these models with some trajectory prediction techniques presents a promising research direction for an appropriate solution to tackle this issue.

Another representative category of collision risk analysis is synthetic index methods. This type of methods constructs mathematical or black-box models using various techniques (e.g., Fuzzy Logic [55], Analytical Hierarchical Process [56], Support Vector Machine [57], Multilayer Perceptron [58], and Dempster-Shafer evidence theory [59]) to integrate the factors which can reveal spatial-temporal proximity of approaching ships. Two commonly used indices, namely Distance to Closest Point of Approach (DCPA) and Time to CPA (TCPA), were initially adopted to measure the risk. After that, more influencing factors such as distance, bearing, relative speed, ship maneuverability, stability conditions, and ship domain [56]–[58], [60]–[63] were further incorporated into the models for risk evaluation. To adapt different encounter scenarios and environmental conditions, some models [64] utilized up to 16 indices to estimate the collision risk. However, the models that considered the CPA-based indices imply that they assume the encountering ships will sail linearly without changes of their heading and speeds, and consequently, result in inaccurate collision risk estimation, especially for complicated dynamic traffic situations. Despite there are some research [12], [13], [65], [66] utilizing other indices except for DCPA and TCPA, none of them can cope with the dynamic characteristics of vessel motion, e.g. ship turning maneuvers.

In addition, one type of collision risk detection methods related to dangerous region becomes emerging in the field of maritime traffic. This type of methods performs well in collecting the set of own ship’s speed and/or course that
will cause collision risks with target ships, including Collision Threat Parameter Area (CTPA) [67], Projected Obstacle Area (POA) [68], and Velocity Obstacle (VO) [69], etc. In these studies, VO has become an overwhelming choice for collision estimation due to its simple implementation and robust performance in finding proper collision-free solutions. According to the research in [69]–[71], the VO algorithm accepts the non-linear ship motion assumptions and can be combined with ship maneuverability to detect collision dangers. The problem is however that this algorithm requires the integration of some simple risk measure models (e.g. circular ship domain) to reduce the computational costs of mapping the spatiotemporal proximity between ships to the velocity space. As a result, it has exposed a weakness in terms of reflecting the difference of collision risk in different ship encounter scenarios. The above literature on ship collision risk reveals valuable insights for ship owners and maritime authorities to propose and implement effective risk mitigation measures. However, most of these collision risk estimation methods focus on the collision risk of ship-pairs and ignore the effects of the ship dynamic and uncertain movements. Only very few studies [17], [66], [72] attach importance to the collision risk of multiple ships, but they work on relatively ideal conditions, such as having regular or constant moving speeds, no current and weather influence on ship motions. In practice, the dynamics and uncertainty of ship potential movements are inevitable and subject to the influence of navigation plan or intention, environmental disturbances, and technical errors, etc. The rare multi-vessel risk estimation studies, together with the ship motion uncertainty, suggest that developing a new collision risk estimation model incorporating spatiotemporal movement uncertainty of multiple vessels is necessary and beneficial.

2.2 Probabilistic conflict detection considering traffic motion uncertainty

In general, the currently available CD methods can be mainly divided into two classes: deterministic and probabilistic. The deterministic approach projects the current state into the future along a single trajectory, i.e., the future trajectories are assumed to be fully known in advance. This class of methods is simple and straightforward but overlooks the trajectory deviations caused by various sources of uncertainty. Currently, the majority of the collision risk estimation research in the maritime sector falls into this category. The probabilistic approach describes the potential variations of the predicted trajectories by using PDFs, from which the probability of a conflict is computed. Thus, this approach can better reflect the reality and is more effective to estimate collision risks under a high level of uncertainty. As the probabilistic CD is a relatively emerging topic under development in the maritime transportation domain, the relevant research in all traffic and transport fields (e.g. air) is critically analyzed.

Probabilistic CD modelling faces several challenges when being applied in a real environment. The first challenge is relating to the computation of the conflict probability based on the PDFs of vessel future trajectories. Conflict probability computation methods in the literature are categorized into Analytical approximations [73]–[76], Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation [20], [77], [78], Gridding methods [25], [70], [79], and Markov chain approximations [80]. Each type of methods has its own strengths and weaknesses (see Table 1). In these methods, the MC simulation is the least restrictive [81]. It enables the non-stationary and non-Gaussian processes, any dependencies and scenarios involving multiple ships to be modelled and evaluated. In addition, it also allows the combination with any types of conflict measure models [82]. Hence, it is used in this paper to perform the conflict probability computation task for multi-ship scenarios with a complex conflict measure model. However, it is recognized that the assessment through MC simulation tends to be computationally intensive due to the slow converges in the process of obtaining accurate results [83]. It is therefore of great importance to improve the efficiency of the MC simulation when using it in this work.

Table 1. Comparison of the relevant conflict probability computation methods [78], [80], [81], [83], [84].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Analytical approximations</th>
<th>MC simulation</th>
<th>Gridding methods</th>
<th>Markov chain approximations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of ships</td>
<td>Ship pair</td>
<td>Multi-ship</td>
<td>Multi-ship</td>
<td>Ship pair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model allows non-stationary processes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model allows non-Gaussian processes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model allows dependency between variables</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of conflict measure models</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>Circular and elliptical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational costs</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second challenge in probabilistic CD is to model the perturbations influencing the ship movements, i.e., the PDFs of future prediction trajectories. Commonly, the position and/or heading course prediction errors in the literature are assumed to be Gaussian (or approximated Gaussian) distributions with zero mean [15], [16], [85], [86] and their variances are expected to grow linearly or quadratically with time [15], [20], [77], [87]. However, these hypotheses may be problematic and need to be verified, to avoid any false conflict estimation and wrong conflict avoidance decision considerably. In addition, there is some probabilistic CD research that takes into account the trajectory uncertainty using the reachable sets [25], [70], [88]. Despite they can provide the reachable domain boundaries of all possible ship or aircraft movements, but cannot offer the specified probability distribution of the potential states in the reachable sets. AIS data, as a valuable source of information, is adopted for diverse purposes in the maritime traffic domain, such as maritime anomaly detection [89], marine traffic movement characterization [90], [91], trajectory pattern recognition [92], [93] and vessel behavior analysis and inference [94], [95]. Hence, it is promising to extract the ship spatiotemporal motion uncertain patterns from historical AIS data.

In this study, we propose a probabilistic CD approach to address the above challenges by developing both a two-stage MC simulation algorithm for efficient and accurate conflict probability computation and an AIS data-driven procedure for ship motion uncertainty pattern mining. As a result, the findings will facilitate the ship owners and
maritime authorities to detect collision risks in complex maritime traffic waters.

3 Methodology: A probabilistic conflict detection approach

To provide a quantitative basis for decision-making by the crew or Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) center in port waters with high traffic densities, a novel probabilistic CD approach is designed in which the uncertainty caused by environmental disturbances, mechanical as well as human factors is considered. It is designed to identify the target ships with potential collision risk and quantify the occurrence probability of conflict by incorporating the spatial-temporal movement uncertainty of multiple ships. This CD approach is characterized by the following blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. First, the basic concept of ship conflict and its criticality measure model are introduced to assess how safe the current ship encounter is. Secondly, the ship position in the look-ahead time horizon is predicted by incorporating the information on the ship navigation plan and the characteristics of the disturbances affecting the ship motion. Various sources of uncertainty may cause deviations of the prediction position. Thus, we extract the PDFs of trajectory uncertainty components using historical AIS data to model the future trajectory probability distribution at each instantaneous time. Thirdly, the conflict probabilities in multi-ship encounters are computed based on the prediction position distributions to decide whether to issue an alert or not. For each ship, the minimal passing distances with its nearby ships are first computed to identify the target ships with potential collision risk, then the conflict probabilities with these ships are estimated using a fast improved MC algorithm implementation.

Fig. 2. Framework for conflict detection of ship encounters.

3.1 Conflict definition and its criticality measure

A conflict occurs when the trajectories of two vessels are predicted to violate a given set of prescribed separation distances. In this study, vessel conflict is defined based on the ship domain model. An example of conflict identification is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figure, ships A and B are considered to be in conflict if the following
formula is held in the near future time.

\[ \text{Dist}_{AB}(t) \leq SD_A(t) + SD_B(t) \quad (1) \]

where \( SD_A \) and \( SD_B \) are the distances from each ship center to the boundaries of their ship domain area, \( \text{Dist}_{AB} \) is the distance between the own ship and target ship. The widely used ship domain model from [38] that is suitable for the restricted areas with high-density traffic is adopted, which is an ellipse with a long radius of \( 6L \) (\( L \) is ship length) and a short radius of \( 1.6L \). In fact, the shapes and sizes of ship domains are heavily dependent on the study waters’ traffic density and traffic rules. An alternative approach is to design a ship domain model based on particular water areas’ AIS data mining [45], [50], to determine the relationship between such impact factors as ship attributes, navigational environment and human factors, and domain sizes. However, the main concern in this paper is to identify and quantify the conflict of a multi-ship encounter under the presence of ship motion uncertainty. It is the probability that the ship trajectories experience the violation of a set of the minimum allowed distances, thus causing a conflict.

Fig. 3. Definition of ship conflict.

The instantaneous probability of a conflict at time \( t \) is given by the probability that the separation of the two ships is smaller than or equal to the prescribed separation distance, i.e. \( \text{Dist}(t) \leq SD_A + SD_B \), as follows:

\[ PC(t) = \Pr[L(t) \leq 0] = \int_{-\infty}^{0} f_{L(t)}(\rho) d\rho \quad (2) \]

where \( f_{L(t)} \) represents the PDF of \( \text{Dist}(t)-SD_A-SD_B \).

To characterize an appropriate supporting metric to measure the criticality of a conflict, we declare a conflict based on the maximum value of the conflict probabilities over a prediction horizon, as follows:

\[ C(\gamma) := \max_{t \in [0,T]} PC(t) \quad (3) \]

where \( T \) is the predicted time horizon.

3.2 Model of the ship motion

CD is performed based on the predicted ship trajectories. According to the survey in [5], ship trajectory prediction
methods can be categorized into three groups: Physics-based, Maneuver-based and Interaction-aware prediction. In these methods, Interaction-aware prediction is considered to be the most accurate. This is due to the fact that this type of methods requires the exchange of planned trajectories among ships through communications, while each ship has better knowledge about its own intentions and trajectory information than other ships. Therefore, we assume that the planned trajectory information or navigation plans are obtained based on the interaction among ships [96], [97].

3.2 Vessel absolute motion

Typically, a ship navigation plan consists of a sequence of waypoints \( WP_{i=1,2,...,n+1} \), which specifies a piecewise linear nominal trajectory. For the purpose of conflict estimation, we first compute the nominal ship trajectory with the assumption that each ship follows its navigation plan moving along the line connecting successive waypoints with a prescribed speed, then the position uncertainty is added to the nominal trajectory, from which the occurrence probability of conflict can be computed. As a result, the vessel motion model in this study is composed of the following three components: 1) a continuous dynamics describing the laws of physics of the vessel motion; 2) a discrete dynamics associated with the navigation plan; and 3) a stochastic component given by the ship motion uncertainty caused by environmental disturbances such as wind, waves and currents, as well as mechanical and human factors, etc.

Building on the above model, the predicted position of ship \( A \) in the future \( T \) moment can be expressed as follows:

\[
\tilde{S}_A(t_c + T) = \tilde{S}_A(t_c) + \int_{t_c}^{t_c + T} \tilde{V}_A(t) dt + R(\varphi_A(T)) \cdot \tilde{Q}_A(T) \quad (4)
\]

where \( t_c \) is the current time instant; \( \tilde{S}_A(t_c) \) is the initial position of ship \( A \); \( \tilde{V}_A(t) \) denotes the nominal speed of ship \( A \) at time \( t \), which is a piecewise constant functions associated with the navigation plan; \( R(\varphi_A(T)) \) is the rotation matrix associated with the ship’s nominal heading course \( \varphi_A(T) \); and \( \tilde{Q}_A(T) = [Q_{A,x}(T); Q_{A,y}(T)] \) represents the uncertain components of ship prediction position. More details about Eq. (4) can be seen in Appendix A.

3.2.2 Vessel relative motion

As a result of the conflict occurrence probability being highly dependent on the relative motion between the encountering ships, the distance between them is first given as follows (from Eq. (4)).

\[
\text{Dist}_{AB}(t) = ||\tilde{S}_A(t) - \tilde{S}_B(t)|| \quad (5)
\]

In addition, the ship domain boundary relations between encountering ships also have a significant effect on the conflict criticality (see Fig. 3). Thus, the distance from the center of ship \( A \) to its ship domain boundary along the line between the positions of the two vessels is given by the following expression.
\[
SD_A(t) = \left( \frac{1 + \tan^2(\beta_{AB}(t) - \phi^T_A(t))}{1 + \tan^2(\beta_{AB}(t) - \phi^S_A(t))} \right)^{1/2}
\]

where \( \beta_{AB}(t) \) represents the predicted relative course of the position of ship B over that of ship A at time \( t \) (see Fig. 3), \( R_{L,A} \) and \( R_{S,A} \) are the length of the semi-major axis and semi-minor axis of ship A’s domain ellipse, and \( \phi^T_A(t) \) denotes the predicted heading course of ship A at time \( t \). As the ship’s course may vary slightly when sailing along the route derived from the navigation plan under the effect of various disturbances, its prediction uncertainty component has also been considered due to its significant impact on the length of \( SD_A \). As a result, \( \phi^T_A(t) \) can be described as follows:

\[
\phi^T_A(t) = \phi_A(t) + \alpha_A(t)
\]

where \( \alpha_A(t) \) represents the predicted course error component at time \( t \), which will be introduced in detail in Section 3.2.3. In a similar way, the length of \( SD_B \) can also be obtained.

3.2.3 Extraction of ship position and course uncertainty patterns

One of the most important tasks in the ship motion modelling is to identify the distribution functions of uncertainty components influencing the ship motion (i.e. \( Q_{A,x} \), \( Q_{A,y} \) and \( \alpha_A \) in this study), since the accuracy of the estimated \( C(\gamma) \) relies on the predicted ship state distributions to a large extent. To tackle this issue, we design an AIS data-driven procedure to determine the PDFs of position and course uncertainty components. It consists of four steps: 1) Identification of trajectories’ turning points, 2) Extraction of position and course prediction errors, 3) Correlation test of uncertain component datasets, and 4) PDF fitting of uncertain components.

To be more specific, the AIS data trajectories’ turning points are first identified as the waypoints of ship navigation plans in terms of Douglas–Peucker (DP) algorithm [98]. This algorithm can compress line data in one trajectory by splitting them recursively to retain the important trajectory positions. Due to its great performance in running speed and accuracy, it has been widely used in vessel trajectory compression [99], [100]. Therefore, we adopt it for simplifying the trajectories and identifying the ships’ turn points. The details about the DP algorithm design are found in [101].
On the above basis, we can predict each ship’s future nominal trajectory based on their current state and the identified turn points. By computing the differences between the nominal prediction trajectory and the real trajectory from historical AIS data, the position and course prediction errors at each time moment over the predicted time horizon are extracted. An example of error computation is given in Fig. 4. In this figure, points A and A’ represent the predicted nominal position and the real position at time $t$, respectively. Considering a route-fitted coordinate system with $u$ aligned with the ship’s nominal sailing direction and $v$ perpendicular to it, the ship’s prediction position errors in its vertical and horizontal directions can be computed, as follows:

$$
\Delta P_x(t) = \sin \phi(t) \cdot \Delta P_x(t) + \cos \phi(t) \cdot \Delta P_y(t) \quad (8)
$$

$$
\Delta P_y(t) = -\cos \phi(t) \cdot \Delta P_x(t) + \sin \phi(t) \cdot \Delta P_y(t) \quad (9)
$$

where $\phi(t)$ is the ship’s predicted nominal course in time $t$, $\Delta P_x(t)$ and $\Delta P_y(t)$ represent the predicted longitudinal and lateral position errors on the original geographic coordinate system. As for the course error, it can be easily extracted based on the difference between the nominal prediction course and the real course. In this way, we can collect the datasets of the ships’ nominal prediction position and course errors for every minute over the prediction time horizon.

Since the correlations between these error datasets have an important impact on the evaluation accuracy when computing the probability of a conflict, the Pearson correlation coefficient [102] is adopted to measure the dependence between each pair of datasets with the same time, before performing dataset PDF fitting.

Finally, the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), a non-parametric estimation method [103], is adopted to identify the PDFs of these datasets, through the following equation:

$$
g(x) = \frac{1}{K'} \sum_{i=1}^{K'} \phi_h(x-x_i) = \frac{1}{K' h} \sum_{i=1}^{K'} \phi_h \left( \frac{x-x_i}{h} \right) \quad (10)
$$
where $\phi_h$ is a kernel function with window bandwidth $h$ that satisfies $\phi_h(x) > 0$ and $\int \phi_h(x) dx = 1$. $K'$ denotes the number of elements in the dataset to be investigated within the bandwidth $h$. In this study, we employ the Gaussian kernel to determine the PDFs.

It should be noted that the $Dist_{AB}$, $SD_A$ and $SD_B$ in Inequality (1) are functions of the position and heading course prediction error components ($Q_{A,x}$, $Q_{A,y}$, $Q_{B,x}$, $Q_{B,y}$, $a_A$ and $a_B$), so whether Inequality (1) is held is a probabilistic event and its occurrence probability needs to be determined based on probability computation methods.

3.3 Conflict probability estimation

In reality, the officer on watch (OOW) needs to detect target ships with potential collision risk from a huge number of sailing ships within given busy water, before conducting ship conflict or collision risk estimation. For that, we first adopt an improved CPA method to extract target ships spatially positioned close to the own ship in the near future, then a two-stage MC simulation algorithm is presented to estimate the $C(\gamma)$ level in multi-ship encounters.

3.3.1 Identification of target ships with potential collision risk

The traditional way to calculate the minimum passing distance of two encountering ships is based on the CPA method. However, as mentioned above, this approach is used with the assumption that the ships are sailing linearly without changes in heading and speeds. To tackle this issue, we adjust the traditional CPA method to make it adaptive to non-linear ship motion cases. Appendix B presents the equations for the calculation of minimum passing distance between ships. As a preliminary step of conflict probability estimation, the identification of potential conflict ships is undertaken based on the nominal prediction trajectories derived from the navigation plans. After obtaining the values of minimum passing distance, we can preliminarily identify whether there are potential collision risks between ships in the near future.

3.3.2 Computation of conflict criticality in multi-ship encounters

One of the biggest obstacles in the implementation of the CD approach is the computation of the probability of conflict occurrence, since there exists no derived analytical solution for $PC(t)$ in Eq. (2). The MC simulation is used for a solution [84]. Applications of a Direct Monte Carlo (DMC) simulation are often computationally intensive, and hence speed-up improvement for DMC is essential for certain online applications.

For a typical MC simulation, it consists of two loops, one for sampling iterations and another for trajectory propagation [78]. In the sampling iteration loop, it generates $N$ groups of samples of random variables in terms of their prescribed PDFs, and each group of these samples is then inserted into the stochastic model to find a deterministic solution. By using the ensemble of the deterministic solutions, one can finally obtain an approximate estimated value. As the value of $N$ in the sampling iteration loop defines the accuracy of the estimated solution, we
need to look for ways to improve the computation efficiency of DMC from the trajectory propagation loop. In general, the values of conflict probabilities of encountering ships over a finite look-ahead time horizon tend to exhibit a sharp spike at some time instant, whereas are relatively small elsewhere. In view of the fact that only the maximum value of the conflict probabilities over the prediction horizon requires to be estimated exactly, we can roughly extract the time points with higher conflict probabilities before executing a large number of iterations. Based on this principle, a two-stage MC simulation algorithm is developed to efficiently estimate the conflict criticality, in which the quantitative bounds on the approximation accuracy is also provided.

To decide how many iterations (N) are adequate to guarantee a desired accuracy of the estimation, Hoeffding’s inequality [83] that describes the relation between N and the estimated accuracy is first given as follows:

\[
N \geq \frac{\log(2/d)(b-a)^2}{2\varepsilon^2} \tag{11}
\]

where \(\varepsilon\) denotes the accuracy, 1-\(\delta\) represents the confidence, \(a\) and \(b\) represent the lower and upper bounds of estimated values, which are 0 and 1, respectively. This inequality indicates that for finite \(N\), one can ensure a certain accuracy \(\varepsilon\) for the estimator with confidence 1-\(\delta\). In this study, the accuracy is designed as 1\%\, in order to provide an accurate conflict warning for practical applications. It requires a total of 15000 iterations to achieve this accuracy with a confidence 1-2\times10^{-3}.

**Algorithm 1. Two-stage MC simulation algorithm.**

**Require:** PDFs of random variables in different time moments \(Q_{l,i}^{\alpha}, Q_{l,i}^{\beta}\) and \(\alpha^{\alpha}\), number of iterations in the first stage \(N_{MC1}\), number of iterations in the second stage \(N_{MC2}\), prediction time horizon \(T\), number of ships \(N\).

1: // Extract time point with higher conflict probabilities for ship \(A\)
2: For \(t = 1, 2, \ldots, T\) do
3: Generate random sample vectors for each ship \(\{Q_{l,i}^{\alpha}, Q_{l,i}^{\beta}\} and \alpha^{\alpha}; i = A, B, \ldots, N\} // length of sample vectors \(N_{MC2}\)
4: Compute the values of vectors \(SD_A, SD_B, \ldots, SD_N, Dist_{AB}, \ldots, Dist_{AS}\) based on generated random sample vectors
5: \(e = \text{count}(SD_A + SD_B > Dist_{AB} \mid \ldots, SD_A + SD_N > Dist_{AS})\)
6: \(PC(t) = e/N_{MC1}\)
7: End for
8: Find and rank the time points whose probability values are larger than \(\max\{PC(t)\} - 2\times(\log(2/d)(2\times N_{MC2})^{1/2})\) and then store at most the first two time points into \(T\)
9: // Execute a large number of iterations for time points in \(T\)
10: For \(t \in T\) do
11: Repeat step 3-6 to obtain \(PC(t)\) // length of sample vectors \(N_{MC2}\)
12: \(PC(t) = (PC(t)\times N_{MC1} + PC(t)\times N_{MC2})/(N_{MC1} + N_{MC2})\)
13: End for
14: \(C(t) = \max\{PC(t)\} \quad t \in T\)

**Output:** \(C(t)\)

Algorithm 1 provides a detailed description of the proposed two-stage MC simulation algorithm. At the first stage, the conflict probability at each time instant over the prediction time horizon is computed roughly with a relatively
small number of samples (e.g. 1000 iterations). Then the time points which may have the maximum probability of conflict are extracted and ranked in combination with the quantitative bounds on the approximation error obtained from Inequality (11). In this process, at most the first two ranked time points are retained for further accurate conflict probability computation when facing the cases where many time points are extracted, since retaining too many time points will increase the computational burden in the second stage. It should be pointed out that the cases that are required to extract too many time points usually occur when the estimated $C(\gamma)$ is small. In practice, if the estimated maximum conflict probability in the first stage is far below the threshold of conflict warning, it is not necessary to continue the conflict probability computation in the second stage, so as to reduce the waste of computational resources.

In addition, the bounds derived from Inequality (11) are generally conservative [83], which means the real number of time points that may have the maximum conflict probability is less than that we extract. Therefore, it is acceptable to retain a small number of time points for the second stage. On the above basis, we can further obtain a more accurate $C(\gamma)$ with a large number of iterations in the second stage. It is noteworthy that this approach is generic and can be adaptive to multiple ships (see lines 3-6 in Algorithm 1).

4 Applications and case study results
4.1 Case description and data

To demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the proposed CD approach as well as extract the ship position and course uncertainty patterns, a total of 24842542 AIS data records from the Ningbo-Zhoushan port waters during one month period from October. 1, 2018 to October. 31, 2018 are collected. This water area is located between longitudes 121°52E-122°22E and latitudes 29°43N-30°02N (see Fig. 5). It is located in the world largest port in terms of cargo throughput, exhibiting frequent multi-ship encounters due to its high traffic densities over space and time. In addition, the ships sailing from and to the port turn frequently constrained by the port geometry. Therefore, it is chosen to be the representative and experimental port water for testing the proposed CD approach.

Although the ship information provided by AIS data is highly reliable, the collected data are not immune to errors occurring due to data transmission or other causes. To remove these errors and improve the data quality for experimental analysis, AIS data pre-processing need to be implemented to cleanse the data. In this study, AIS data is composed of the following format: Maritime Mobile Service Identity (MMSI) number, time, longitude, latitude, speed over ground (SOG), course over ground (COG), type, length and breadth. We take a data pre-processing procedure including noise elimination in each attribute [104], trajectory extraction and separation, confirmation of trajectory consistency [105] and data interpolation [106] to ensure the effectiveness and reliability of data.
After completing the data pre-processing procedure, we select all the AIS messages of cargo ships and tankers as our experiment data source, including a total of 59989 sailing pattern trajectories of 8582 vessels. It should be noted that the trajectories containing less than 60 points or 20 min duration are excluded because they are small and cannot fully reflect the track features of interest.

4.2 Fitting distribution functions of ship position and course uncertainty patterns

In this study, we collect the datasets of the ships’ nominal prediction position and course errors for every minute over a 15 min horizon (the collision-warning time is set to be 15 min), by utilizing each ship’s trajectory for error sampling. The Pearson correlation results show that except for the high correlation coefficients between the horizontal position errors and course errors in 1 and 2 minutes (larger than 0.4), the remaining dataset pairs are insignificantly correlated and satisfy the hypothesis of no correlation with a significance level of 5% [107]. For simplicity, all error datasets are assumed to be statistically independent. In fact, this assumption is feasible for practical application since the extracted prediction errors in the first two minutes are smaller compared with those with prediction times larger than 2 min, which are relatively less influential to the \( C(\gamma) \) outputs.

To check whether the position or course error datasets agree with a normal distribution, the Jarque–Bera test [108] is selected for experimental testing. It is found that none of them fit a Gaussian distribution. That is to say, the hypothesis that the Gaussian distribution can be utilized to reflect the trajectory prediction uncertainty is inaccurate [15], [16], [18]–[20]. In addition, some typical density distribution functions such as \( t \) Location-Scale, Stable, Logistic, Extreme Value and Generalized Extreme Value are also considered. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [109] is used to measure how well these distributions fit the collected datasets. The results show that these distribution functions are still not appropriate because all \( P \)-values obtained using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are below 0.05. Consequently, the PDFs of these datasets are finally identified using the KDE method, because it has obvious superiority in fitting any
distribution shape [45]. The corresponding fitting results are illustrated in Fig 6.

Fig. 6 (a)-(c) depict the error datasets’ PDF fitting curves along with their normalized bar charts for every minute over a 15 min look-ahead horizon. All these curves are approximately symmetric, with sharp turning points occurring near 0 and progressively descending to both sides. From Fig. 6 (a), it is noticeable that the curves rapidly become lower and wider with time, indicating that the along-track prediction uncertainty grows significantly in time. In contrast, the cross-track error PDF curves exhibit a significantly different trend. According to Fig. 6 (b), the curves change over time considerably in the initial stage but basically remain stable for the rest of time horizon. As for the fitting curves of course errors (see Fig. 6 (c)), there are no significant changes with time.

To further identify the change rates of these error datasets, the standard deviations for different uncertainty components over time are presented in Fig. 6 (d). It can be found that the variations of standard deviations with time are basically consistent with those of fitting curves. Both the along-track and course error standard deviations grow linearly with time, in which the latter increase with a slower speed, while the cross-track error standard deviations increase fast initially but remain a smaller growth rate for prediction times larger than 3 min. In addition, it can be observed that the standard deviation of along-track errors is significantly larger than that of cross-track errors, especially as time goes on, reflecting the fact that the prediction trajectories in the vertical direction have a higher level of uncertainty. By embedding the PDFs obtained above into the CD approach, we can achieve the real-time identification of the \( C(\gamma) \) levels.
4.3 Experiments and results

In this subsection, several real experiments are performed to test and demonstrate the performance of the proposed probabilistic CD approach. We start by checking the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed two-stage MC through comparison with DMC. Then, two ship encounter scenarios including one ship-pair encounter and one multi-ship encounter derived from AIS data are introduced to explain how the proposed method is suitable for high traffic waters with complicated encounter situations. Applications of the proposed method on both real-time CD and off-line collision risk Hot-Spot identification are finally described.

4.3.1 Computational performance comparison

Fig. 7 provides the error statistics for the accuracy and computational costs computed by the DMC and two-stage MC (TSMC) with the different number of ships in encounter scenarios. For the computation of estimation errors of the two methods, the values obtained by performing the DMC simulation with 1,000,000 iterations are regarded as the true values. According to Fig. 7 (a), there is no significant difference in the Boxplot of error statistics of the two methods, and almost all sampled results based on the two methods have an error within 1%. Furthermore, in terms of the Root Mean Square (RMS) errors of the estimated accuracy (see Fig. 7 (b)), it can be found the proposed TSMC slightly underperform the DMC with the different number of encountering ships. However, in the term of the performance of running efficiency, the proposed method has a huge advantage. It is clear from Fig. 7 (b) that compared with the DMC which is computationally demanding, the computational costs of the proposed method are much lower and the advantage becomes more obvious with the increasing number of ships. That is, the proposed method requires much less computational costs to yield the same accuracy as the DMC. Therefore, the proposed
method can greatly enhance the computational efficiency while ensuring the accuracy of the approximate solution.

![Fig. 7. Comparison between DMC and TSMC in accuracy and computation efficiency. (a) Boxplot of estimation error distributions for DMC (N=15000) and TSMC (N_{MC1}=1000, N_{MC2}=14000); (b) RMS errors and computational costs for DMC and TSMC.](image)

4.3.2 CD approach test based on ship encounter scenarios

To test the performance of the proposed CD approach under the condition that the encountering ships have changeable spatiotemporal motion behaviors, a ship-pair encounter scenario derived from the historical AIS data is presented (see Fig. 8). The lines in Fig. 8 (a) are the trajectories of the ship-pair involved in the encounter, where ‘x’ marks the ships’ starting locations and ‘△’ their final locations. It can be seen that one ship basically sails linearly, while another one has a turning behavior during the encounter.

![Fig. 8. (b) Risk variable evolutions over time for the encounter scenario.](image)

In the figure, the $C(\gamma)$ has a negative relation with the minimum passing distance ($CPA^*$) over a 15 min look-ahead time horizon (be in line with the setting of prediction time in the CD approach) computed by the improved CPA method, which coincides with common sense that a smaller minimal passing distance corresponds to a higher conflict probability. However, when comparing the $C(\gamma)$ with the minimum passing distance ($CPA$) computed by the original CPA technique, we cannot get similar results. It is found that $CPA$ experiences two troughs due to the turning action of ship A, which may confuse ship owners in identifying collision dangers. Obviously, the original CPA technique becomes ineffective for this encounter scenario. This can be attributed to the fact that the CPA technique is performed with the assumption that ships are sailing linearly without changes in heading and speeds. As a result, all CPA-based collision risk assessment methods may provide false collision alerts, which hinders their applications in highly dynamic traffic situations.

In addition, one interesting phenomenon that must be mentioned is that the $C(\gamma)$ has dropped to 0 before the distance
between the ship-pair reaches the minimum. This is due to the fact that the ship conflict does not happen at the minimal distance, and their subsequent movements follow a diverging trend. However, when the two ships are approaching, the $C(\gamma)$ shows an upward trend and reaches a high level because of the potential conflicts caused by the uncertainty inherent to the ship spatiotemporal movements. Consequently, the proposed CD approach can detect the potential conflicts in advance by taking into account both the dynamic and uncertain characteristics of ship motion, thus providing exact and timely collision warning.

Fig. 8. A ship-pair encounter scenario. (a) Trajectories of ship pair; (b) risk variable evolutions of ship-pair encounter; (c) illustration of prediction trajectories and $PC$ of ship-pair at time $t=33$ min.

Fig. 8 (c) provides an example to demonstrate how to obtain the $C(\gamma)$ under the presence of ship motion uncertainty. In the figure, the dash lines represent the nominal prediction trajectories over the prediction horizon, the pink ellipses are the ship domain areas in terms of the nominal prediction positions at prediction time 0, 5, 10 and 15 min, and the scattered points represent the potential position distributions at the corresponding prediction time due to ship spatiotemporal movement uncertainty. By incorporating the potential position distributions into the two-stage MC simulation algorithm, the $PC$ at each prediction time slice can be computed (see the subgraph in Fig. 8 (c)) and the corresponding $C(\gamma)$ can be finally obtained.

Fig. 9. A multi-ship encounter scenario. (a) Trajectories of multiple ships; (b) $C(\gamma)$ in the multi-ship encounter scenario.
To further validate the proposed CD approach in multi-ship encountering cases, a three-vessel encountering scenario derived from the AIS data is selected for experiments. The trajectories and the $C(\gamma)$ levels of the scenario are plotted in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). In Fig. 9 (b), the cyan curve represents the total $C(\gamma)$ of ship $A$ in the multi-ship encounter, while the blue curve and red curve represent the $C(\gamma)$ of ship $A$ with ship $B$ and ship $C$, respectively. It can be observed that the total $C(\gamma)$ of ship $A$ is higher than that with any single target ship. This finding meets the general knowledge about collision risk, i.e. a ship involved in multi-ship encounters usually faces greater risks than that involved in ship-pair encounters. Moreover, the total $C(\gamma)$ of ship $A$ is not the sum of the $C(\gamma)$ with each single target ship, which can be verified by comparing the cyan line with the dotted line. In fact, the difference between the above two lines represents the probability of all encountering ships involved in conflicts. Therefore, the proposed CD approach not only can detect the own ship’ conflict probability in multi-ship encounters, but also provide the occurrence probability of the multi-ship conflict.

As stated before, collision risk estimation that is adaptive to multiple ships is very essential for high traffic water areas. Here we statistically compare the own ships’ total $C(\gamma)$ with their $C(\gamma)$ from the most dangerous target ships in multi-ship encounters to prove it (see Fig.10 (a)). In the statistics, we extract the multi-ship encounters every half an hour (48 times per day) based on our one month of AIS data, where only the target ships that have a $C(\gamma)$ level larger than 0.1 with the own ships are counted. From Fig.10 (a), the means of own ships’ total $C(\gamma)$ in multi-ship encounters are significantly larger than those only from the most dangerous target ships and the more number of ships encounter, the more obvious the differences are. This indicates that focusing on the conflicts between ship-pairs is often not adequate since it has difficulty in reflecting the actual dangerous situations caused by multiple ships.

To further illustrate the high frequency of the multi-ship encounters, the total amount of multi-ship encounter conflicts and its compositions are presented in Fig.10 (b). According to the figure, a total of 11957 multi-ship encounters is counted and the three-ship encounters account for the largest percentage with 57%. As we extract the multi-ship encounters twice per hour, it implies that around 8.04 (11957/31/24/2) multi-ship encounter conflicts can be examined at each time moment. Considering both the severe conflict levels of multi-ship encounters and their high frequency, the focus should be placed on the CD of multiple ships rather than between ship pairs. As a result, our proposed approach can be an attractive option for the CD in waters with high traffic intensities.
Fig. 10 (a) Comparison between the means of own ships’ total $C(\gamma)$ and those with the most dangerous target ships in multi-ship encounter conflicts (the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals of the means); (b) proportions of different number of ships involved in multi-ship encounter conflicts.

4.3.3 Application of the proposed probabilistic CD approach

From the practical viewpoint of application, the proposed CD approach has the potential to be applied for both real-time conflict estimation and off-line identification of conflict distribution characteristics. Thus, we demonstrate its online application in risk estimation through a case study. Then, the spatiotemporal features of the conflicts are explored in terms of the conflict distributions in space and time.
Fig. 1. Illustration of $C(\gamma)$ evolution of ship traffic for 3 hours in the study area. (a) ship traffic spatial distribution and their $C(\gamma)$ levels at $t=5$ min; (b) ship traffic spatial distribution and their $C(\gamma)$ levels at $t=10$ min; (c) ship traffic spatial distribution and their $C(\gamma)$ levels at $t=15$ min; (d) ship traffic spatial distribution and their $C(\gamma)$ levels at $t=20$ min; (e) compositions of ship traffic with different $C(\gamma)$ levels over time; (f) mean, maximum and sum $C(\gamma)$ curves of ship traffic over time.

Fig. 1 provides an example of the conflict evolution of ship traffic over time within the study area. In Fig. 1 (a)-(d), the points show the ships’ positions, the blue lines represent the ships’ heading course, and the points’ colors display the ships’ real-time $C(\gamma)$ levels. From these figures, it can easily find which ships will face high conflict probabilities in the near future (these ships with $C(\gamma)$ levels larger than 0.5 are circled with red circles), thereby providing ship owners with early warnings of potential collisions. Fig. 1 (e) further depicts the compositions of ship traffic involved in different severity levels of conflicts. According to the figure, it can be observed that the number of ships generally shows an upward trend with time and we can also easily see how many ships are involved in high severity levels of conflicts at different time moments. Thus, from the perspective of maritime safety authorities, the proposed CD approach can assist them in monitoring and offering hazard warnings for high collision risk ships as well as facilitate them to implement risk mitigation measures timely.

In addition, we also investigate the $C(\gamma)$ evolution of ship traffic in terms of their mean, maximum and sum. It is seen from Fig. 1 (f) that both the mean and maximum $C(\gamma)$ curves fluctuate slightly over time, and the latter basically remains stable at 1, implying that dangerous ship encounters occur at each time moment. In contrast, the sum $C(\gamma)$ changes considerably as time goes on, primarily because the amount of ships at different time varies greatly. By taking advantage of the three measures’ ability to reflect the individual or total ship encountering conflicts, the traffic management center could better understand the real-time collision risk and traffic complexity comprehensively, so as to improve their working ability when facing dangerous traffic situations caused by high traffic intensities.
Fig. 12. (a) Visualization of spatial distribution of ship conflicts using KDE method; (b) Temporal distribution of ship conflicts (The horizontal axis with label 3 corresponds to 02:00-02:59).

Fig. 12 illustrates the spatial and temporal distributions of ship conflict candidates within the study area. Similar to the statistics in Fig. 10, we capture and retain the ship conflict candidates whose real-time $C(\gamma)$ levels are larger than 0.5 twice per hour. As shown in Fig. 12 (a), it can be easily seen that there are several conflict hotspot areas that are marked with red ellipses and with labels 1-5. Hotspots 1-3 belong to the main route that links the ship traffic between hub areas in the port and the outside waters, and consequently, having the largest traffic density and experiencing a high frequency of dangerous ship encounters.

In particular, hotspots 1 and 2 are associated with a higher frequency of ship conflicts compared with the other three areas. The higher conflict frequency for hotspot 1 can be explained by the fact that the ship traffic coming from other areas merges together in this area, increasing the frequency of multi-ship encounters. Besides, the frequently turning maneuvers of ships caused by the geometry constraint within this area may also contribute to this result, since the dynamic ship movements increase the difficulty of situational awareness of ship owners. In practice, hotspot 1 was an official precautionary area released by the Ningbo-zhoushan VTS center, displaying the effectiveness of the proposed CD approach on the identification of high collision risk areas to a certain extent. For hotspots 2, it is located in Xizhimen waterways, which is the main channel for the majority of large-scale ships to enter and exit the port but has narrower navigable width. Consequently, it becomes one of the riskiest areas for ship collision. The other two small hotspots (marked with number 4 and 5) are located in Fodu and Zhujiiazui fairways. One possible reason for a little higher frequency of dangerous ship encounters in the two regions might also be that their narrow traffic widths result in the reduced minimal passing distances among encountering ships, thus producing lots of conflicts with high levels of severity.

It should be noted that compared with the existing conflict visualization studies [10], [11], [54] that identified the high collision risk areas based on the current state of ship-pairs, the proposed measures foresee the ships’ potential conflicts in multi-ship encounters at present and in the near future time, thereby providing a different way to identify
high-risk areas.
In addition, Fig. 12 (b) clearly shows the number of conflict candidates against every hour of a day. A higher frequency of conflict candidates can be found during 08:00-12:00 and 13:00-17:00. This is consistent with the actual traffic situation in the regions, because a higher ship traffic density occurs during the daytime. Based on the identification results of conflict distributions in space and time, both ship owners and maritime authorities can gain valuable understanding about when and where to enhance situational awareness during vessel movements.

Our application analysis of real cases facilitates the validation of the proposed CD approach to estimate potential conflicts and identify areas with high collision risks. Therefore, its outcomes provide detailed insights on how to determine and implement appropriate conflict resolution strategies. For example, we can insert the proposed CD approach into the optimal control algorithms to ensure the resolution of potential conflicts in a complicated dynamic situation. The proposed approach can be widely used in collision risk monitoring and control.

4.4 Limitations and further improvements
Despite the advantages mentioned above, the proposed method has still revealed some limitations. Further studies are required to improve the research from the following aspects:

1. The ship trajectory prediction method needs to be further extended. In this study, the proposed approach highly depends on the exchange of navigation plans among ships through communications. However, in reality, non-cooperative ships are unlikely to share their navigation plans. Some manoeuvre-based prediction techniques could be further incorporated into the model to support conflict evaluation to address the information non-disclosure issue among non-cooperative ships.

2. The proposed method emphasizes on the estimation of occurrence probability of a conflict. However, it may be inadequate to comprehensively assess the navigational risk, since the potential consequence is not explicitly considered in the conflict probability. In fact, there are a large number of possible accident scenarios with distinct occurrence probability and consequence once being involved in collisions. Therefore, an improved model which takes into account both the occurrence probability and consequence could aid ship owners and maritime safety authorities to better understand the actual level of risk of the traffic situation.

3. Some influencing factors (e.g. vessel type and human behaviors) need to be further investigated to critically analyze the extent to which they have impacts on the conflict criticality.

5 Conclusions
Collision risk analysis modelling multi-ship encounters is critical for marine traffic safety management, particularly
in complicated traffic waters. In this study, we develop a probabilistic CD approach to investigate the influence of spatiotemporal movement uncertainty of multiple ships on potential collision risk. The proposed approach has several unique features: 1) Both the dynamic and uncertain features of multi-ship movements are taken into account, so as to be applicable to various complicated encountering scenarios; 2) The developed conflict probability computation algorithm is efficient, accurate and having the capability to combine with any other conflict measure models (e.g., diverse “ship domain” [39], [40], [44], [45], [50] and “synthetic index” [13], [62], [63], [110]–[112]) without the requirement of changing its fundamental structure; 3) The spatiotemporal-dependent patterns of ship motions correlated with actual collisions are extracted and integrated to support a robust estimate of the collision risk.

Several experiments are carried out using real AIS-based trajectory data in the Ningbo-Zhoushan Port to test the performance of the proposed CD approach. The results show that the proposed approach performs better than these CPA-based approaches in detecting collision risks timely and reliably under a dynamic and uncertain traffic situation and can address multi-vessel encounter scenarios. The application analysis also demonstrates its effectiveness and applicability in both real-time CD and off-line collision risk Hot-Spot identification. As a result, the proposed quantitative approach provides detailed insights for ship owners, officers/captains and port management agencies into collision risk evaluation as well as facilitates them to implement risk mitigation measures.

Further effort will be made to enable the potential collision risk in both cooperative and non-cooperative scenarios to be evaluated by integrating some manoeuver-based prediction techniques into the proposed approach. In addition, it would be insightful to explore the global collision risk or ship traffic complexity of multiple ships under the presence of ship spatiotemporal motion uncertainty, to assist surveillance operators in improving their cognitive abilities in dangerous traffic situations.
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Appendix A. Calculation of vessel absolute motion
In Eq. (4), the first two terms represent the nominal prediction trajectory based on the sequence of waypoints derived from the navigation plan. To be more specific, assume that the navigation plan of ship A comprises $n_A$ segments with $n_A + 1$ waypoints, in which the first waypoint is the initial position where the prediction is made. According to the assumption that each ship moves following its navigation plan with a prescribed speed, the nominal navigation time taken in each segment, as shown in Fig. A1, can be obtained by the following expression:

$$t_{A,j} = \frac{\left\| \vec{P}_{A,d} - \vec{P}_{A,o} \right\|}{\left\| \vec{V}_A(t) \right\|} \quad i = 1, 2 \cdots n_A \quad \text{(A1)}$$

where $\vec{P}_{A,o}$ and $\vec{P}_{A,d}$ denote the coordinates of the origin and destination waypoints of segment $i$, respectively. Then the nominal prediction times at which ship A starts and ends at each segment can be recursively computed by

$$t_{A,0i} = \sum_{j=1}^{i-1} t_{A,j} \quad i = 2, 3 \cdots n_A \quad \text{(A2)}$$

$$t_{A,ni} = \sum_{j=1}^{i} t_{A,j} \quad i = 1, 2 \cdots n_A \quad \text{(A3)}$$

Based on Eqs. (A1)-(A3), the nominal prediction position at any specific time can be easily computed.
For the last term in Eq. (4) that represents the ship prediction position errors added to the nominal trajectory, it is given in detail below.

$$ R(\varphi_A(T)) \cdot \vec{O}_A(T) = \begin{bmatrix} \sin(\varphi_A(T)) & -\cos(\varphi_A(T)) \\ \cos(\varphi_A(T)) & \sin(\varphi_A(T)) \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} Q_{A,x}(T) \\ Q_{A,y}(T) \end{bmatrix} \quad (A4) $$

where $Q_{A,x}(T)$ and $Q_{A,y}(T)$ refer to the heading and lateral ship position prediction error components, which are considered to be positive if they are toward the front and left side, respectively. The nominal heading of ship $A$ at time $T$ can be computed based on the successive waypoint coordinates, as follows:

$$ \varphi_A(T) = \arctan \left( \frac{y_{A,d} - y_{A,o}}{x_{A,d} - x_{A,o}} \right) \quad T \in [t_{A,o}, t_{A,d}] \quad (A5) $$

where $(x_{A,o}, y_{A,o})$ and $(x_{A,d}, y_{A,d})$ denote the positions of the origin and destination waypoints of segment $i$, with the exception of the case $x_{A,d} = x_{A,o}$, where $\varphi_A(T)=0/\pi$.

Appendix B. Calculation of minimum passing distance

Suppose the navigation plan trajectories of ships $A$ and $B$ comprise $N_A$ and $N_B$ segments, respectively. Then the nominal relative positions between the ship $A$ sailing in segments $i = 1, 2, ..., N_A$ and the ship $B$ sailing in segments $j = 1, 2, ..., N_B$ at time $t$ can be formulated as follows:

$$ S_{AB,i,j}(t) = \tilde{S}_{A,i}(t) - \tilde{S}_{B,j}(t) = \tilde{S}_{0,AB,i,j} + \tilde{V}_{AB,i,j} \cdot t \quad (B1) $$

where $\tilde{S}_{A,i}(t)$ and $\tilde{S}_{B,j}(t)$ are the nominal prediction positions of ships $A$ and $B$ at time $t$, $\tilde{V}_{AB,i,j}$ represents the relative speed of ship $A$ over ship $B$ at time $t$, and $\tilde{S}_{0,AB,i,j}$ represents the derived relative initial positions of the two ships with the assumption of ship linear motion, which can be expressed as:
\[ \bar{S}_{0,AB,ij}^N = \bar{P}_{A,o_i} - \bar{P}_{B,o_j} - (\bar{V}_{A,i} \cdot t_{A,o_i} - \bar{V}_{B,j} \cdot t_{B,o_j}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (B2)

The distance between the two ships at time \( t \) is given by making use of Eq. (B1), as follows:

\[ \text{Dist}_{AB,ij}^N(t) = \sqrt{\|\bar{S}_{0,AB,ij}^N\|^2 + 2\bar{S}_{0,AB,ij}^N \cdot \bar{V}_{AB,ij} \cdot t + \|\bar{V}_{AB,ij}\|^2 \cdot t^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B3)

Since Eq. (B3) is a function with respect to \( t \), the minimum distance between the ships for each pair of segments \( i \) and \( j \) is determined by \( t \), as follows:

\[ \text{Dist}_{\text{min},AB,ij}^N = \sqrt{\|\bar{S}_{0,AB,ij}^N\|^2 + 2\bar{S}_{0,AB,ij}^N \cdot \bar{V}_{AB,ij} \cdot t_{\text{min},AB,ij} + \|\bar{V}_{AB,ij}\|^2 \cdot t_{\text{min},AB,ij}^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B4)

where \( t_{\text{min},AB,ij} \) denotes the time of the closest approach for the pair of segments \( i \) and \( j \), which has the following three possibilities:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\max\{t_{A,o_i}, t_{B,o_j}\} \quad t_{\text{AB,ij}}^* < \min\{t_{A,o_i}, t_{B,o_j}\} \\
&\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\max\{t_{A,o_i}, t_{B,o_j}\} \\
\min\{t_{A,d_i}, t_{B,d_j}\}
\end{array} \right. \quad t_{\text{AB,ij}}^* \in [t_{A,o_i}, t_{A,d_i}] \cap [t_{B,o_j}, t_{B,d_j}] \\
&\min\{t_{A,d_i}, t_{B,d_j}\} \quad t_{\text{AB,ij}}^* > \min\{t_{A,d_i}, t_{B,d_j}\}
\end{align*}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (B5)

After that, the minimum distance between the two ships over the prediction time horizon can be given as follows:

\[ \text{CPA}_{AB} = \min_{i,j}\{\text{Dist}_{\text{min},AB,ij}^N\} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B6)
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